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Abstract: Traditional shophouse neighbourhoods (TSNs) in southern China respond well to the
local hot and humid climate through proper street configurations and the integration of different
shading strategies. Investigating the impact of shading strategies and configurations in TSNs on
outdoor thermal comfort is valuable for guiding current urban design. Three street canyons in a
TSN of Guangzhou with different shading strategies were selected as basic cases for microclimatic
measurement in the summer season, i.e., alleys, streets with arcade for pedestrians, and streets
with high-density greenery. After validating their simulation models in ENVI-met, five groups of
parametric simulations were generated by varying the canyon aspect ratio (CHW), the canyon axis
orientation, arcade proportion (AHW), and the tree-covered area (TCA). Using the physiological
equivalent temperature (PET) to assess the above results, the correlative impact of different variations
on pedestrian’s thermal comfort and their corresponding favourable ranges are summarized.
The findings suggest that: (a) only in alleys and arcade streets, the pedestrian-level thermal comfort
was significantly influenced by canyon axis orientation. (b) The thermal stress for pedestrians
increased dramatically when the CHW was lower than 1.5 in alleys and 0.78 in boulevards (in
TCA = 89%), while the CHW higher than 1 indicated a remarkable reduction on the PET for
pedestrians in arcades. (c) The pedestrians started losing the protection from shading strategy
to thermal stress when the AHW was higher than 1.33 (in canyon with CHW = 1) or the TCA was
lower than 33% (in canyon with CHW = 0.78).

Keywords: hot and humid climate zone; street canyon; shading strategy design; parametric
simulation; pedestrian-level thermal comfort

1. Introduction

In recent decades, global warming has deteriorated the urban outdoor environment and has
become a threat to the public health of residents, especially in areas with hot climates [1]. Due to
the urgency of such matters, climate-resilient measures need be applied in the public realm to
strengthen the adaptability of the outdoor environment to climate change and to maintain comfortable
environments for pedestrians [2]. Regarding these measures, traditional neighbourhoods and
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architectures have the potential to be a proper reference for responding to local climate after long-term
historical accumulation [3] and is worth comprehensive study and implementation for contemporary
urban design.

1.1. Traditional Shophouse Neighbourhoods (TSNs) and Local Climate

In southern China and southeast Asia, a special traditional neighbourhood (Figure 1), named
traditional shophouse neighbourhood (TSN), can be found in most old quarter with semi-open
arcades [4,5]. These neighbourhoods consist of two- to four-story townhouses with large depths
and small widths, a shop with a semi-open arcade on the ground floor facing the main road, and a
residence above the shop with a small patio [6]. The locations of TSNs are in areas with hot and humid
climates that suffer extremely high thermal stress and frequent rain in the (rather long) summer season.
Figure 1b illustrates climate information in Guangzhou (23.1◦ N, 113.3◦ E). From May to October, the
average air temperature was over 25 ◦C and the maximum temperature was never lower than 33 ◦C;
meanwhile, the average relative humidity was high, varying between 60% and 75%. In contrast, during
the winter period, the weather was relatively warm and dry, with an average air temperature that was
still over 15 ◦C (from November to April). Therefore, the main challenge for outdoor thermal comfort
in this area is the long summer season with high thermal stress. The prevailing wind in Guangzhou is
mainly from the north direction in winter and the southeast direction in summer. For ameliorating
thermal stress in this area, three common shading strategies are integrated in the street canyon of
TSNs to optimize pedestrian thermal comfort: shading from high aspect ratios, semi-open verandas
for pedestrians, and tree canopies.
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Asia. (b) The average air temperature and relative humidity in Guangzhou from 2001 to 2009; the
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METEOTEST and Kunz [7]).

1.2. Literature

The impact of each variation from the basic configuration of a street canyon on the outdoor thermal
environment has been studied intensely in recent decades. As reviewed in Jamei et al. [8], the impacts
of street canyon design on pedestrian thermal comfort could be categorized into two groups: urban
geometry and green infrastructure. The main variations in urban geometry include canyon aspect
ratio (CHW) and orientation. There is no doubt that higher CHW values led to less radiation and
better thermal comfort in the summer season [9–11]. Meanwhile, the street canyon orientation plays
an important role in creating favourable environments for pedestrians, since it is associated with solar
access [12] and wind flow [13]. The conclusions of these studies are similar: north-south (N-S)-oriented
streets mitigate thermal stress in the summer, while east-west (E-W)-oriented streets suffer from
heavier heat stress [14]. Green infrastructure is a highly recommended strategy for mitigating the
urban heat island effect [15] and heat stress in street canyons [16] due to its valuable shadow and
evapotranspiration effects [17]. In areas with similar climates, Morakinyo and Lam [18] reported the
different effect among tree configuration parameters on outdoor thermal comfort, and the green streets
showed less sensitivity to wind direction than streets without trees.

In addition to the impact of urban geometry and greenery, building-level shading strategies (e.g.,
arcade design), which are common in TSNs, are valuable in areas with hot climates [19,20]. In terms
of the impact of arcades on outdoor thermal comfort, Ali-Toudert and Mayer [21] examined a deep
street canyon and found that the physiological equivalent temperature (PET) in arcades was not as
expected. The PET minimum (PETmin) in the arcade was same as that outside and PET maximum
(PETmax) was 4 ◦C higher in the arcade than outside. Moreover, the relation between CHW and arcade
on pedestrian thermal comfort in a single orientation was reported in previous research by the authors’
former study [22]. However, the previous research on the impact of arcade on pedestrian thermal
comfort is insufficient, such as the relation between aspect ratio of arcade with the solar access, and the
correlation between arcade and other configurations in street canyon.

Despite the fruitful achievement of the previous studies, it is still difficult to use this knowledge
to achieve transformation in practice [23]. As Erell [24] mentioned, urban planning and design is a
complex process, requiring the designer to deal with a combination of parameters at multiple levels.
Thus, from a holistic viewpoint, understanding the correlative impacts of design parameters on the
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outdoor environment and their capacity for ameliorating thermal stress is helpful for designers dealing
with geometric manipulation when balancing the outdoor thermal environment and other factors.
The shading effect of buildings, umbrellas, and trees in an open area was compared by Lee et al. [25] in
a warm summer continental climate (Dfb). The measurement results confirmed the building shading
strategy presented a more effective cooling performance than the tree shading strategy, since it has a
stronger ability to block shortwave radiation. Nevertheless, the research gap regarding the effect of the
correlation between shading strategies and street configurations in canyon environments and thermal
comfort still exists.

For predicting the impact of varying multi variations on outdoor thermal comfort,
the microclimatic simulation software is used widely in current studies. For example, the computational
fluid dynamics software performed well in simulating the pedestrian-level wind environment [26,27];
the CitySim Pro [28], SOLWEIG [29], Rayman model [30] and so on are contributing to predicting
the impact of radiation fluxes on outdoor thermal comfort. The software applied in this study for
simulating microclimate is ENVI-met (www.envi-met.com, science version V4.3, released in December
2017), since it is capable of performing the influence from all the variations, i.e., urban/building
geometry and vegetation [31]. Meanwhile, a significant number of publications have reported the
efficiency of the ENVI-met model in simulations of the outdoor environment [14,32–34].

2. Methods

To investigate the correlative impact of multiple design factors, a microclimatic measurement was
first conducted in a TSN to compare the thermal performance of different types of street canyons and
to validate corresponding simulation models. Then, a series of parametric models were simulated
following the range of street scales from surveys by Yin and Xiao [22] on different canyons in TSNs.

2.1. Study Area and Monitoring

The study area was Guangzhou (23.1◦ N, 113.3◦ E), which is the largest city in southern China
and has many TSNs in its old quarter, as shown in Figure 2a. The site was selected in the centre of
old town and five pedestrian-level monitoring points (i.e., the point Al-s in an alley; Ar-w and Ar-e
on the west and east sides of an arcade street; Tr-n and Tr-s in north and south sides of a boulevard,
which is covered by a high density of Flocculus banyan) were used to record microclimatic variations.
An additional point (approximately 15 m high) was set on a roof in this area as a weather station
(WS). The specific locations and scale information of the measurement points are shown in Figure 2b,c.
A fisheye photo was captured in the pedestrian area and central position of each monitoring street
at a height of 1.5 m to measure their sky view factor (SVF). The SVF of WS is close to 0.90, which
means that there is hardly any shading influence from other buildings or trees. It is obvious that arcade
shading has greatly reduced the SVF relative to the other two canyons, whose values in the middle
of the arcade are 0.053 and 0.103, respectively. However, the centre point of the street, Ar-m, is 0.442.
Moreover, the high tree-covered area (TCA) (89%) in the boulevard canyon has the lowest SVF (0.165)
in the middle of the street, but the SVF in the pedestrian area is still higher than that in the arcade,
which is 0.062 in Tr-s.

www.envi-met.com
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Figure 2. Study area and measurement points. (a) Location of the study area; (b) distribution of
monitoring points; (c) street canyon and information of these points.

Monitoring took place on 30th July 2017, which is during the hottest period of the year.
Table 1 lists the monitoring equipment for different points and the measured variables, which
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include air temperature (Ta), relative humidity (RH), wind speed (Va) and direction (Wdir), black
global temperature (Tg), and global horizontal irradiation (GHI). Considering security problems,
the monitoring time of pedestrian points was from 8:00 am to 8:00 pm local time, which coincides with
the highest frequency of use of the urban public space. However, the WS point for recording regional
weather data was measured for 24 h. The recording interval of all equipment was 5 min.

Table 1. Microclimate parameters and monitoring equipment.

Variable Sensor | Model Accuracy Resolution Photo for
Instruments

Va
Delta
OHM

HD 32.3/AP
3203.2 ±0.05 m/s 0.01 m/s
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2.2. Thermal Comfort Indices and Assessing Method

To assess pedestrian thermal comfort, the thermal comfort index was adopted as a comprehensive
evaluation index in this research. Many thermal comfort indices derived from the human
energy balance have been developed to evaluate the outdoor environment [35–39]. Among them,
the physiological equivalent temperature (PET), developed by Höppe [38], was used as the thermal
index for assessing pedestrian thermal comfort, since it considers both the meteorological environment
and thermo-physiological parameters including the human energy balance. Moreover, PET is expressed
in degrees Celsius (◦C), which is user-friendly for both researchers and designers [14,32–34]. The
human body model for PET calculation was based on a local investigation [40], which was a 35-year-old
man, 1.75 m tall, weighs 75 kg, walking at a speed of 1.21 m/s, wearing clothes with an insulation factor
of 0.3 m2 K/W, and a sum metabolic work of 164.70 W/m2. The RayMan Pro was used to calculate this
index. As an indispensable variable when calculating the PET, the mean radiant temperature (MRT) of
each monitoring point is calculated according to the following formula:

MRT =

[
(Tg + 273)4 +

1.1 · 108 · Va
0.6

ε · D0.4 · (Tg − Ta)

]0.25

− 273, (1)

where D is global diameter (m) (0.038 m in this study), and ε is emissivity (0.95 for a
black-coloured globe).

To further develop this assessment tool, PET is associated with the predicted mean vote index
(PMV) proposed by Matzarakis and Mayer [41] to bridge the thermal perception and grade of
physiological stress on human beings using the corresponding PET ranges for Western/middle
Europeans, whose comfort range is defined as 18 to 23 ◦C and 20.5 ◦C for neutral PET, as residents in
different climate zones have different tolerances to temperature and the ranges of thermal indices will
vary as well [42]. According to many studies in hot and humid zones [43–45], the neutral PET in these
areas is approximately 28 ◦C. This paper adopts the relation between PET and PMV examined by Lin
and Matzarakis [43] for Taiwan, which has a climate zone that is similar to that of Guangzhou; the
temperature range that produces no thermal stress is from 26 to 30 ◦C, which is much high than that in
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Europe. Considering that, in this region, the PET is far beyond 42 ◦C in the summer season, the Extreme
Heat Stress grade can be extended three more levels, ESH1 to ESH3, based on the correlation in the
above study, as shown in Table 2, to evaluate the thermal environment more precisely.

Table 2. The extended version of the relation between physiological equivalent temperature (PET)
range and the grade of physiological stress based on Lin and Matzarakis [43].

Thermal Perception PET (◦C) Grade of Physiological Stress (PS) Abbreviation

Very cold <16 Extreme Cold Stress ECS
Cold 16–18 Strong Cold SC
Cool 18–22 Moderate Cold MS

Slightly Cool 22–26 Slight Cold SC
Comfort 26–30 No Thermal Stress NTS

Slightly Warm 30–34 Slight Heat SH
Warm 34–38 Moderate Heat MH
Hot 38–42 Strong Heat SH

Very Hot I 42–46 Extreme heat stress I EHS1
Very Hot II 46–50 Extreme heat stress II EHS2
Very Hot III 50–54 Extreme heat stress III EHS3

As mentioned by Charalampopoulos et al. [46], the total thermal load could be taken into account
to evaluate the outdoor thermal performance for a person in a certain period. Enlighted by this concept,
the PET load (PETL, i.e., the part of PET over no thermal stress, as in the formula below) and the
cumulative PETL (cPETL, i.e., the sum of PETL) were applied to assess the thermal stress load on the
attendance of a person in a specific point [47]. In this research, the value of background condition (BC),
which is 30 ◦C, was selected as the upper limit of NTS in Table 2.

PETL = PETh − BC. (2)

Here, PETh is the average hourly PET value, and BC (background condition) in this section was
set to denote the maximum PET for a PS grade of “no thermal stress” (i.e., a PET of 30 ◦C).

2.3. Simulation Studies

2.3.1. Software and Validation

To achieve desirable results, representative data from the actual site were needed as the boundary
conditions in the simulation by ENVI-met. In this case, the monitoring data from the roof point (WS),
including hourly Ta, RH, Va, Wdir and global horizontal irradiation, were adopted in the forcing data
file for the ENVI-met model.

Regarding the model for validation, three basic genetic models, for alley (AL), arcade street (AR),
and boulevard (TR), respectively, were built for simulation according to the in-situ survey following the
details in Figure 2. The buildings of the street canyon were simplified in a solid volume with a uniform
height (H) and material composition, since those patios are too small to compare with the volume
itself. The length of the street canyons (L) in all cases was 90 m so that they are all long canyons [48]
whose L/H is over 7. The arcade part of AR has a 3-m depth and a 4-m height. The resolutions of
grids are the divided equidistantly in X-, Y-, and Z-axis. The size of each grid was: ∆X = 1 m, ∆Y = 1
m, and ∆Z = 2 m respectively. For increasing accuracy in calculating surface processes, the lowest grid
cell above ground was split into five small cells with size of ∆Z. Thus, the height of lowest five grid
cells were 0.4 m. The results from the receptor on the corresponding monitoring point at a height of
1.4 m (the midpoints of the fourth grid in Z-axis). Figure 3 indicates the simulation models for these
basic canyons.
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Figure 3. The simulation model for three different types of canyons and the positions of the receptors:
(a) Alley, (b) Arcade street, (c) Boulevard.

Table 3 lists additional details about the boundary conditions for simulation. The street greenery
in the TR canyon is Flocculus banyan, and the height of the trees is 12 m. The leaf area density (LAD)
of tree model in ENVI-met (see Table 4) was built based on the situation in the field; the default settings
(tree in very dense and free stem crown layer) and the value in other research [49,50].

Table 3. Climate data input for simulations with ENVI-met.

Variable Settings

Size and resolution 100 × 100 × 50 m
X = 1 m, Y = 1 m, Z = 2 m

Date 30.07.2017
Duration 4:00 am–8:00 pm
Initial Ta and RH As monitoring data from WS point
Solar adjustment factor 0.78, max 847 W/m2

Wind velocity and wind direction at 10 m 1.5 m/s, 135◦

Specific humidity at 2500 m 1 13.0 g/kg
Soil initial temperature 2 305 K (0–20 cm)/307 K (20–50 cm)/306 K (<50 cm)
Soil wetness 2 30% (0–20 cm)/40% (20–50 cm)/50% (<50 cm)

Building Wall: Thermal resistance = 0.5 (m2K)/W, albedo = 0.4
Roof: Thermal resistance = 1.0 (m2K)/W, albedo = 0.45

Surface albedo Asphalt = 0.2/Concrete = 0.8/Grey tile = 0.5
1 This variable is acquired from https://atmcorr.gsfc.nasa.gov. 2 This variable is acquired from Yang et al. [51].

Table 4. Leaf area density (LAD) profiles for trees in ENVI-met.

LAD
(12 m)

LAD1 LAD2 LAD3 LAD4 LAD5 LAD6 LAD7 LAD8 LAD9 LAD10

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.50 1.00 2.00 2.50 2.50 1.75 0.5

2.3.2. Parametrical Simulation Studies

Based on the boundary conditions for above basic models, five groups models were generated by
varying corresponding parameters for examining the correlative relationship between shading strategy
and street configuration. Specifically, as shown in Figure 4, Group 1 is an extended study on the alley,

https://atmcorr.gsfc.nasa.gov
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in which the correlative impact from high CHW and canyon axis orientation on pedestrian thermal
comfort is examined. Developed from the arcade street, Group 2-1 analyses the correlative impact of
an arcade of a specific scale (same as it in validated model) with various CHW values and orientations
on thermal comfort. As a further study, Group 2-2 is designed to discuss the impact of various arcade
aspect ratios (AHWs) and orientations for a specific CHW (H = 12, W = 12). Group 3-1 examines the
impact of various CHW values and orientations in a street canyon with a specific TCA value in the
basic boulevard (TCA = 89%). Furthermore, Group 3-2 illustrates the effect of various TCA values by
varying the radius of the vegetative crown ranges from 2 to 8 m (i.e., their TCAs from 22% to 89%) and
orientations for the same CHW value with the basic boulevard (H = 14, W = 18).

As reported in a former study by authors on a scale survey of TSNs [22], the canyons with different
shading strategy owned a corresponding range on CHW. The CHWs of alleys are always over 1, since
their heights range from approximately 10 to 20 m and their widths vary between 2 and 9 m; street
canyons with arcades are relative shallow, with a CHW value that is approximately equal to 1; and
boulevards always have shallow canyons, with widths in the range from 15 to 25 m and heights of
only 10 to 20 m. Moreover, the size of veranda in arcade street (relating the value of AHW) illustrates a
small variance in terms of magnitude, with heights and widths of approximately 3 to 5 m. Based on
above results, the range of CHW for the three canyon types can be defined as the following: from 1
to 3 in the AL (Group 1), from 0.75 to 2 in the AR (Group 2-1), and from 0.5 to 1.5 in the TR (Group
3-1). Moreover, AHW ranges from 0.8 to 2. Five cases were selected according to the above ranges
with average intervals for each group, and the simulation models in ENVI-met were adjusted using
only validated basic models by changing the building height. These generated models were named
according to their group and the corresponding value of variable. To be specific, Group 1 to Group 3-2
is abbreviated as AL, AR, AC, TR, and TC respectively. The canyon with CHW in 3 in Group 1 is noted
as AL300, and similarly TC089 alludes to the canyon with TCA in 89% in Group 3-2.

In the next step, these 25 cases were simulated in four different orientations, i.e., north-south
(N–S), east-west (E–W), northwest-southeast (NW–SE), and northeast-southwest (NE–SW). In the end,
a total of 100 street canyons were generated and simulated in ENVI-met under the same boundary
conditions as those in validation (Table 3), except for the wind direction, which is always oblique to the
corresponding orientation by 135◦, and the midpoints on both sides of those pavements are targeted as
the receptor for recording the microclimatic variations by hour. The data on the height of 1.4 m were
used for the further analysis.
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3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Measurement and Validation

Figure 5 indicates the local Ta and RH from the WS point on 30th July. To match the data for the
forcing file in ENVI-met, all measured data were transferred to hourly measurements by calculating
the average of 10 min before and after the hour. Ta reached its peak (38.7 ◦C) at 1600H and its minimum
(27.1 ◦C) at 0200H, while the minimum of RH was 48.5% and its maximum of 90.1% was reached at
0700H. The solar adjustment factor of the ENVI-met model is set as 0.78 to fit the global horizontal
irradiance from the measured point (WS), and the comparison result is shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 5. Hourly air temperature and relative humidity at WS on 30th July 2017.
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Figure 6. The scatterplot and regression line showing the relationship between observed global
horizontal irradiance (GHI) at WS point on 30th July 2017 and in the ENVI-met model with a solar
adjustment factor of 0.78 from 0600H to 2000H.

Ta, MRT, and PET are applied for the comparison between measurement and simulation (Figure 7).
Regarding Ta, the results from ENVI-met present only a few differences between each other. The peaks
of Ta from the simulated result are approximately 37 ◦C, while a discrepancy of approximately 1.5 ◦C
exists between the measured points in the alley and the boulevard (i.e., O-Al-s and O-Tr-s) in peak
time (38.7 and 36.9 ◦C at 1600H, respectively). This overestimation of Ta for canopy shading by trees in
the ENVI-met simulation was also reported in Liu, Zheng and Zhao [50]. In contrast, the simulated
values of MRT and PET illustrate distinct differences among the three canyons, and the PET value is
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highly related to MRT. According to the result, the thermal stress for pedestrians was significantly
ameliorated by high greenery coverage (PETmax was almost 10 ◦C less than that of the other street
canyons). The point in the arcade could not avoid huge fluctuations in PET since it was out of the
shade from the arcade in a certain period in the day (approximately 2 h for each point).
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However, it is worth noting that simulating MRT and PET results in severe underestimations
at low radiation periods, e.g., 0800H, 1900H, and 2000H, in which the largest gap between the MRT
values from observation and simulation (O-Al-s and S-Al-s) is more than 12.5 ◦C at 2000H. In addition
to the beginning and ending times, the simulated PET values illustrate relative proficiency and smaller
error compared to the result of MRT. For example, the maximum ∆MRT between the simulated and
measured MRT values at 1000H in alley streets is 10.1 ◦C, while the maximum ∆PET is only 3.7 ◦C.
Some peak times are not perfectly synchronous when simulating PET; for example, in arcade streets,
PETmax is postponed 1 h, and in boulevard streets, the simulated PET does not fluctuate in the peak
time, and measured PET is identical in all canyons.

Considering the above analysis, the simulated Ta from ENVI-met is not reliable between different
canyons, and it is not suitable as an index for assessing the thermal environment. The monitoring and
simulation of PET in different canyons presented relatively high coefficient in a certain period of time.
Thus, only PET values in the daytime (from 0900H to 1800H) are used in the following analysis of
parametric simulation.
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3.2. Pedestrian Thermal Comfort in Parametrical Simulations

In this section, the results from all parametrical simulations are examined. The PET in each point
is transformed and coloured to its corresponding thermal perception according to Table 2. A 2D
compass coordinate system is applied in the following analysis for marking the corresponding points
in different orientation canyons and the specific side of the pavement. The angle of the azimuth (θ) to
the Y-axis in counter-clockwise, denoted as the θ of point (Pθ) and referred to as the direction toward
which the point faced to the road. For instance, the expressions “P0” and “P180” allude to the point in
the north (0◦) and south (180◦) sides of the E-W-oriented streets, respectively. Thus, the eight points in
four different orientations are indicated following the angle from 0◦ to 315◦ with an interval of 45◦.

3.2.1. PET in Alleys (Group 1)

As shown in Figure 8a, the intensity and duration of EHS grade (PET >42 ◦C) in all points
increased as the canyon became shallow. The pedestrians on the both sides of E-W-oriented alley
suffered from the fiercest thermal stress, and the duration of EHS grade on the monitoring point was
prolonged from 6 to 10 h in the E-W-oriented alley, with CHW varying from 1 to 3. In contrast, the
points in the N-S-oriented alley showed the best thermal performance for pedestrians in all orientations,
and the durations of the EHS grades in AL300 and AL100 were only 1 and 5 h, respectively. The other
two orientations illustrated similar reactions with various CHW values, and the points on the west
side, such as P45 and P135, had higher intensity of thermal stress than those on the east side. However,
the duration over the EHS grade in the previous points was less than that in the eastern points (P225
and P315). Regarding PET, the pedestrians on both sides of the E-W-oriented alley had a peak time
between 0900H and 1800H in all cases. Meanwhile, with CHW descending from 3 to 1, the increments
of PETmax in P0 and P180 are inconspicuous (no more than 1 ◦C) according to Figure 8b. The peak
values of other points are sensitive to CHW. For instance, PETmax in P45 raises 8.2 ◦C fromAL300 to
AL150; however, the values were insensitive in shallow canyons, i.e., only 0.9 ◦C from AL150 to AL100.
However, in general, PETmax shows weak intensification and amplification in western points relative
to that in eastern points. Figure 8c illustrates the symmetric characteristics of cumulative PETL in the
east and west parts, even though PETmax on the east side was always higher than that on the west.
There is a similar relation between aspect ratio and PETmax, with the increment of cPETL in P0 and
P180 beingly relatively insensitive to CHW. For example, the cPETL in P0 increased only 23 ◦C from
HW300 to HW100, while the cPETL in P90 increased 43.2 ◦C. P180, the point on the south side of street,
illustrated the worst thermal environment, and cPETL of the point in the west side of the street was
the highest in all cases.
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Figure 8. PET in alleys with varying aspect ratio of canyon and orientation. (a) Hourly grades of
physiological stress (PS) based on PET in pedestrian points between 0900H to 1800H. (b) The maximum
PET on 30th July 2017 between 0900H to 1800H. (c) The cumulative physiologically equivalent
temperature loads (cPETL) for 30th July 2017 from 0900H to 1800H.
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3.2.2. PET in Arcade Streets (Groups 2.1 and 2.2)

Comparing the PET in alleys, the duration over EHS grade in all points is significantly reduced
by arcade shading (Figure 9a). For instance, only 3 h were over the EHS grade in the P90 with AR050,
which was the worst thermal environment of all points in the arcade street. In contrast, the best thermal
environment for pedestrians was in the E-W-oriented arcade streets (P0 and P180), in which there
were hardly any periods over the EHS grade when varying the aspect ratio of the canyon. In the
other streets, with CHW descending from 1.67 to 0.67, the duration of time spent over the EHS grade
increases slowly, while only few increments of PET exist in other periods. As in the alleys, the eastern
point performs worse in terms of ameliorating the thermal stress on pedestrians than the western point
(e.g., peak PET in P45 is EHS3 at 1600H, but in P225, it is only EHS1 at 0900H). As shown in Figure 9b,
only few changes exist in the PETmax of P0 and P180, but significant increases appeared in other
points from HW167 to HW133. For AR167, the peak value (41.5 ◦C) was similar between different
points, excluding P90, which is exposed to sunshine at 1500H, when PETmax reaches 52 ◦C. Regarding
the cumulative PETL in arcade streets, as in PETmax, the points on the E-W-oriented arcade illustrated
little sensitivity to the aspect ratio of the canyon (Figure 9c). Moreover, the sensitivity of points on
the west side is different than that on the east side. Specifically, the cPETL of western points changed
significantly only with CHW in the range from 1 to 1.67, while that of the eastern points varied over
the whole range of CHW.

Figure 10 illustrates the further parametrical study to examine the correlation between AHW and
orientation in CHW with 1. By varying AHW, the duration over EHS grade changed more significantly
than that in Group 2.1. As shown in Figure 10a, the whole period is under the EHS grade in all points
in AC067, while the duration over EHS grade in susceptible points, such as P45 to P315, increased
to 3 or 4 h in AC267. Meanwhile, the shading effect from the arcade for P180 vanished in AHW267
at 1700H, and its PETmax raised to 42.2 ◦C according to Figure 10b. Moreover, the PETmax of all
susceptible points reached an upper limit when AHW was over 1.33. As shown in Figure 10c, this
phenomenon coincides with the impact on cPETL, since a relatively stable thermal environment in
all points was controlled between 85 and 110 ◦C when AHW was less than 1.33. For example, the
cPETL of P315 raised slowly from AC067 to AC133 (91.7 to 103.3 ◦C) and then increased dramatically
to 123.0 ◦C in AC200.
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Figure 9. PET in arcades with specific proportions (h = 4, w = 3). (a) Hourly grades of physiological
stress (PS) based on PET in all pedestrian points from 0900H to 1800H. (b) The maximum PET on
30th July 2017 from 0900H to 1800H. (c) The cumulative physiologically equivalent temperature load
(cPETL) for 30th July 2017 from 0900H to 1800H.
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Figure 10. PET in arcades with varying proportions (AHW). (a) Hourly grades of physiological stress
(PS) based on PET in all pedestrian points from 0900H to 1800H. (b) The maximum PET in 30th July
2017 from 0900H to 1800H. (c) The cumulative physiologically equivalent temperature load (cPETL)
for 30th July 2017 from 0900H to 1800H.
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3.2.3. PET in Boulevards (Groups 3.1 and 3.2)

As shown in Figure 11a, both CHW and orientation have a weak impact on the point on the
street with dense greenery. By varying CHW from 0.78 to 1.33, the change of PET in all points is
inconspicuous, and the whole period remains under the EHS grade. When the CHW is shallower
than 0.78, the PET in all times increased in a relatively perceivable way, and the simulated points in
all orientations are in the EHS1 grade in TR033 from 1400H to 1600H. Specifically, the PET of P90
at 1500H raised only 0.8 ◦C from TR133 to TR078, while from TR078 to TR033, this increment was
1.9 ◦C. Figure 11b illustrates that the PETmax values for different orientations in the same aspect
ratio is similar, and the value increases relatively quickly when CHW is smaller than 0.78. For cPETL,
a relatively weak impact existed on the cPETL of all points from TR133 to TR078, while a significant
ascent occurred from TR078 to TR033, with ∆cPETL values of 7 and 16 ◦C, respectively, according to
Figure 11c.

Figure 12 illustrates that the thermal environment of points on the east side rapidly deteriorated
with decreasing tree-covered area (TCA), especially when TCA was less than 33%. As shown in
Figure 12a, the PET of all points falls into the range from NTS grade to SH grade from TC089 to TC045.
However, EHS grade occurred at susceptible points, P45 to P135, since the TCA was smaller than
33%; furthermore, a 2 h duration in EHS2 grade existed at these three points in TC022. As shown in
Figure 12b, only the PETmax of points on the east side increased significantly when reducing TCA,
with hardly any influence on points on the west side. For example, the reduction in TCA from 89% to
22% led to a promotion of 8.2 ◦C in P90, while it changed only 2.3 ◦C in point P270. Regarding cPETL,
there are few impacts from varying TCA and orientation on pedestrian thermal comfort when TCA is
over 33%, but there is a relatively huge increment in TC022 (excluding the point on the E-W-oriented
street). According to Figure 12c, the streets with the highest cPETL, which is over 109 ◦C in TC022
canyon, are in P45, P90 and P270.
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Figure 11. PET in boulevards with a specific tree-covered area of 89%. (a) Hourly grades of
physiological stress (PS) based on PET in all pedestrian points from 0900H to 1800H. (b) The maximum
PET on 30th July 2017 from 0900H to 1800H. (c) The cumulative physiologically equivalent temperature
load (cPETL) for 30th July 2017 from 0900H to 1800H.
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Figure 12. PET in boulevards with varying tree-covered area (TCA). (a) Hourly grades of physiological
stress (PS) based on PET in all pedestrian points from 0900H to 1800H. (b) The maximum PET on
30th July 2017 from 0900H to 1800H. (c) The cumulative physiologically equivalent temperature load
(cPETL) for 30th July 2017 from 0900H to 1800H.
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3.3. Correlation between Multiple Design Factors and cPETL

Figure 13 illustrates the cPETL of all points from the parametrical simulation. In general, when
comparing the result from Groups 1 (AL), 2-1 (AR) and 3-1 (TR), the cPETL of the points in boulevard
streets are lower than those in other street canyons in any orientation; conversely, those in alleys are
always highest. The gaps between the cPETL in AL and TR with the same CHW is always maintained
at least 40 ◦C, and the maximum of these gaps reached over 80 ◦C comparing the P180 in AL with
points in TR. According to the trendline of points in different orientations, the changes of Group TR
are similar. In contrast, a significant difference exists between points of Groups AL and AR in varying
orientations in terms of responding to the change of the aspect ratio of the canyon. Apart from these
above special points in AL and AR, an inflection point appears in each group in varying CHW. The
inflection for most points in AL and the all points in TR is the CHW with 1.5 and 0.78 respectively,
since the growth ratio of cPETL accelerated with CHW smaller than that value. The P0 in AL presented
a relative steady increase on cPETL as its CHW descended from 3 to 1. The situation in Group AR
is more complicated: firstly, the P0 in AR illustrated a similar tendency with the P0 in AL whose
growth of cPETL is the flattest, and its cPETL is forecasted as the same as or even lower than those in
some point in TR, when the CHW lower 0.5; Moreover, a different inflection point exists in varying
orientations and the tendency of these points is conversely comparing those in AL and TR. The cPETL
of P315 and P225 in AR start to slow down the growth after their CHW is lower 1.33. Such inflection in
other points is 1. Regarding the cPETL from Group 2-2 (AC), the points in AC200 and AC267 have
already the same high cPETL as the points in the alley. For Group 3-3 (TC), the cPETL in the lowest
coverage area is similar to those in P315 and P225 of the arcade street but still much lower than the
other points in the arcade (except the P0 in AR).
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4. Discussion

The results of the microclimatic measurement illustrate the features of the thermal environment
of canyons with different pedestrian shading strategies. Among these strategies, arcade shading with
SE-NW orientation could not avoid direct exposure to solar beams during the daytime, and pedestrians
suffered extreme thermal stress at certain times. However, the duration of extreme thermal stress was
shortened compared to points in the E-W-oriented alley, although the intensity was the same. The
only location where no obvious fluctuations in PET appeared was the point under the high-density
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tree canopy, as the sun path was hiding in the tree canopy area at all times for this E-W-oriented
boulevard, according to the SVF in Figure 2c. For the other periods without fluctuations, MRT and
PET were similar.

Further parametric simulations investigated five groups with different design factors, including
orientation, CHW, AHW, and TCA, based on the scale data from TSN. The correlations among them
were revealed after analysing the results:

- At first, Group 1 was used to examine the impact of high CHW without extra shading on
optimizing pedestrian thermal comfort. According to the results, the axis orientation of the
canyon played an essential role on the effectiveness of ameliorating the thermal stress for
pedestrians by increasing CHW. As many studies reported [10,14,52], E-W-oriented alley always
provided worse thermal comfort for pedestrians than alleys with other orientations, and they
were less responsive to CHW. In contrast, the N-S orientation performs best among these
orientations, and the cPETL of other points in non-E-W-oriented alleys declined as their canyon
deepened. However, this research finds out that the CHW in 1.5 is the inflection point for alleys,
except E-W-oriented one, in this climate zone. A relatively large growth appeared in cPETL at
these points in which the CHW was shallower than 1.5.

- The shading from the arcade had a totally different response to the axis orientation of the
canyon than the shading in alleys, since better thermal conditions for pedestrians occurred
in E-W-oriented streets with arcades. The cPETL of P0 in AR067 was almost the same as
that of the points in the boulevard with high TCA and even better than that in lower TCA.
The result coincides with other previous research on reporting better effectiveness of shading
from buildings [25]. However, the arcade failed to avoid the discomfort at peak times of Ta
in N-S-oriented streets with arcades, which is supported by the results of Ali-Toudert and
Mayer [21]. Apart from P0, the other points in arcade street have their own inflection point in
varying CHW, such as P315 and P225, which have values of 1.33. The point for other cases is
1. The cPETL of pedestrians reduced prominently when CHW was over the inflection point.
Regarding the impact of AHW in the specific CHW with 1, PETmax decreased only when
AHW was lower than 1.33, and a uniform thermal environment was achieved only in AHW067.
Moreover, the thermal environment of P180, on the south side, started to deteriorate for AHW
over 2.

- Unlike the former, orientation has hardly any impact on pedestrian thermal comfort for streets
with high greenery coverage (TC089, Group 3-1). However, the impact of orientation intensified
with decreasing on tree coverage area and was related to planting pattern and tree species [18,53].
Meanwhile, the cPETL of all points on the pavement from Group 3-1 increased faster when
CHW was lower than 0.78. Regarding the impact of TCA (Group 3-2), pedestrian thermal
comfort deteriorated significantly when TCA was lower than 33% in the canyon with CHW in
078, except for the points in the E-W-oriented boulevard.

After the above discussion, the mechanism of climate adaptation in TSN was also reintroduced.
The canyons of TSN integrated shading and applied proper variables of street configuration to
achieve a desirable environment for pedestrians. The above results could be served as a set of
guidelines for non-climatic designers at early phases of urban design or planning. By means of these
principles, the thermal conditions in street canyons would be predicted and optimized by selecting
appropriate measurements and street configurations. For example, the E-W-oriented street with
arcade and greening design ameliorates thermal stress for pedestrians prominently. Furthermore,
the fluctuation in N-S-oriented streets can be avoided by applying arcade and greening in proper
AHW and TCA respectively.

Last but not least, the main purpose of this study is to offer practical guidelines for ameliorating
thermal stress from a design perspective rather than the issue of urban heat island. Thus, this
research only focused on pedestrian thermal comfort rather than the thermal environment in the whole
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canyon area. Some essential variables of pedestrian thermal comfort, such as the impact of SVF [32],
the wind environment [54], the species of tree [18,55], the material composition of the building and
pavement [56] and the asymmetry of the canyon [21,57], are rarely mentioned in this research. The
studied parameters in this paper are convenient for adjusting, relating to the urban perspective directly,
and more familiar and practical at early design stages. The other variations missing in this research
are essential for urban climate without any doubt. The further study with a more overall view on the
correlative impact among them is needed in the future. Some limitations from ENVI-met also have
to be mentioned here, as they will affect the accuracy of predicting the wind environment [58] and
estimating MRT in low-radiation flux periods [51,59,60]. Even though representative data from the
actual site were adapted in this research, simulation errors are still difficult to avoid, since only the
hourly air temperature and relative humidity can be imputed as boundary conditions.

5. Conclusions

This study, which investigated the impact of different shading strategies in street canyons
on pedestrian thermal comfort, was inspired by the traditional shophouse neighbourhoods in
southern China. Using field measurements and parametric simulations with scale data from local
neighbourhoods, climate adaptation was revealed by correlating these shading strategies with basic
street configurations. The findings are summarized in follows:

(a) In general, the outdoor thermal comfort for pedestrian in alleys without any shading strategy are
always worse than the other two street canyons in the same CHW of alleys. The shading from
greenery illustrates the highest effectiveness on ameliorating the thermal stress of pedestrians.

(b) The orientation only displays a significant contribution on pedestrian thermal comfort in alleys
and arcade streets. Specifically, the E-W-oriented alleys always provide worse thermal comfort
for pedestrians than the other orientations, and the pavement is better shaded on streets in the
N-S orientation. However, the response on varying orientation is totally reversed in arcade
streets compared to alleys and boulevards. The deep arcades feature a relatively uniform thermal
environment in all orientations.

(c) Regarding the influence of CHW, apart from some insensitive orientations, the trend of thermal
environment in alleys towards rapid deterioration when its CHW is lower than 1.5. Such similar
fluctuation for all boulevards (TCA = 89%) is 0.75. In contrast, the cPETL in arcades closely relates
to CHW only when the latter higher than 1.

(d) The shading for pedestrian from arcades (CHW = 1) becomes weak in AHW higher than 1.33, but
these arcades still function well for the point in north side of E-W-oriented arcade. The points in
the east side of boulevard (CHW = 0.78) starts losing shading from greenery when the TCA is
lower than 33%.

The above results provide a valuable guideline for urban design in terms of optimizing the thermal
environment of pedestrians by adopting a shading strategy that corresponds to the street canyon.
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